ABSTRACT

Introduction: Several studies have analyzed the relationship between physical activity and bone density. However, the prescription of exercise is not entirely clear as to the type, quantity and intensity. Objective: The objective of this study was to determine if there is a relationship between the amount of exercise and changes in bone mineral density. Methods: Fifty-two women, members of the Municipal Program of Physical Activity for Seniors, voluntarily underwent two ultrasonographies of the calcaneus within a 6-month interval. During this period, all physical activity was recorded. Afterwards, a linear correlation study was carried out between the amount of exercise and bone changes, expressed as T-Score variation, first in total number of participants and then in groups. Considering the average body weight obtained for all women, two groups were created (“light” < 69 kg and “heavy” > 69 kg). Later, women who had participated in less than 72% of the targeted program were excluded from both groups, and the differences between the groups “light and trained” and “heavy and trained” were analyzed. To do so, the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test was used. Results: A significant relationship of r = -0.59 was found between the total amount of exercise and the T-Score variation in the group of women above 69 kg. Significant differences were found between the “light and trained” group and the “heavy and trained” group with respect to the variation of T-Score. Conclusion: The effect of exercise on bone mineral density is determined, somehow, by body weight. This interaction is due, possibly, to mechanical demands difference.
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RESUMO

Introdução: Vários estudos analisaram a relação à quantidade de atividade física e densidade óssea. No entanto, a prescrição de exercício físico não é totalmente clara, em relação ao tipo, quantidade e intensidade. Objetivos: o objetivo deste estudo foi determinar se existe relação entre a quantidade de exercício físico e alterações na densidade óssea. Métodos: 52 mulheres, membros do programa municipal de atividade física para idosos participaram voluntariamente na realização de dois ultrassonografias de calcâneo, separado 6 meses. Durante este período, toda a atividade física foi registrada. Em seguida, foi realizado um estudo de correlação linear entre a quantidade de exercício físico e alterações ósseas, expressas como variação do T-Score, primeiro de maneira conjunta e depois em grupos. Considerando-se o peso corporal médio obtido para todas as mulheres, dois grupos foram criados (“leve” < 69 Kg e “pesado” > 69kg). Mais tarde, as mulheres que tinham participado em menos do que 72% do programa alvejado foram excluídas de ambos os grupos, e foram analisadas as diferenças entre o grupo “magro e treinado” e o grupo “pesado e treinado”. Para alcançar este objetivo, foi utilizado o teste não paramétrico da U de Mann-Whitney. Resultados: foi encontrada uma relação significativa de r = -0,59 entre a quantidade total do exercício físico e da variação do T-Score, no grupo das mulheres de mais do que 69 kg. Foram encontradas diferenças significativas entre o grupo “magro e treinado” e o grupo “pesado e treinado”, em relação à variação do T-Score. Conclusão: o efeito do exercício físico na densidade mineral óssea é determinado de alguma forma, pelo peso corporal. Esta interação é possivelmente devida à diferente demanda mecânica.

Descritores: exercício, osso e ossos, osteoporose, idosos, peso corporal.

RESUMEN

Introducción: Diversos estudios han analizado la relación entre la actividad física y la densidad ósea. Sin embargo, la prescripción de ejercicio físico no está completamente clara en relación al tipo, cantidad e intensidad. Objetivo: El objetivo de este estudio fue determinar si existe relación entre la cantidad de ejercicio y los cambios en la densidad mineral ósea. Métodos: Cincuenta y dos mujeres, integrantes del Programa Municipal de Actividad Física para Mayores, participaron voluntariamente en la realización de dos ultrasonografías de calcáneo, con intervalo de 6 meses. Durante este período, se registró toda la actividad física. A continuación, se realizó un estudio de correlación lineal entre la cantidad de ejercicio y cambios óseos, expresados como la variación del T-Score, primero de forma conjunta y posteriormente por grupos. Teniendo en cuenta el peso corporal medio obtenido para el total de mujeres,
Osteoporosis is a metabolic disease that causes a bone tissue microarchitecture alteration. It is also characterized by low bone density, thus increasing bone fragility and the risk of fracture. It affects 22 million women and 5.5 million men throughout Europe. Fractures due to bone fragility generate negative outcomes on the individual and its closer environment, as well as high expenses for health assistance systems. Osteoporosis prevalence is possibly underestimated on account of its silent course along most of its development. This acquires a higher relevance as, according to demographic predictions, by the year 2050, 19% of world’s population will be over 65 years old. This growth will keep Europe at the top of world’s ratings, with 28% of its population, above this age. If this progressive aging takes place, osteoporosis prevalence will increase and along with it, personal and economical expenses. Actually, within Europe, the economical expense of osteoporosis is projected to increase as high as 25% by 2025.

For this reason, it is crucial to develop effective strategies in order to decrease osteoporosis incidence in population. In this sense, one of the operation fields focuses on physical exercise programs design aiming to stop bone mineral density decreasing in post-menopausal women. Nevertheless, despite having proved sedentary lifestyle or prolonged immobilization to favour bone mass loss, prescription of physical exercise is not completely clear, with regard to its type, amount and intensity. That is because the optimum stimulus that triggers bone adaptation mechanism is not precisely known. In fact, several authors concur claiming that the most advisable type of exercise for a person suffering from osteoporosis or osteopenia cannot be precisely determined. Several articles have analysed the relation among physical activity and bone density, however, few studies have analyzed the effect of different amounts of physical activity on bone density. Regarding this issue, one paper shows up the need of knowing how the amount of weekly training sessions affects bone density, must be highlighted.

Accordingly, the objective of this study is to analyze if there is any relationship between the amount of physical exercise and bone mineral density response, in older women, and if this relationship is determined by body weight.

METHODS

This study has the ethical institutional approval (Autonomic Ethics Committee of Clinical Trials with Medicines and Medical Devices of Valencian Community) and it has been developed following the ethical principles defined in the Declaration of Helsinki (DoH) made by the World Medical Association in 2013, as well as the regulations on good clinical practices recommended by the Spanish Agency of Medicines and Medical Devices. Written consent was obtained.

Firstly, in order to ensure a wide enough sample of active women, members of the Physical Activity and Health Program for Seniors supported by Torrente Hall voluntarily participated. Initially 82 women consented to their participation in this study.

Two evaluations of bone mineral density using calcaneal quantitative ultrasound were performed. For their realization, Sonost 2000, that quantifies ultrasound wave modifications when it goes through the bone, was used. That is, BUA (Broadhand Ultrasound Attenuation, dB/MHz) and SOS (Speed of Sound, m/s). From these two parameters, bone mineral density is estimated and T-Score is calculated. Changes in bone mineral density were expressed with T-Score variation. This is a non-invasive method without radiation (precision error lower than 1.5%), that can be used to assess changes in bone health induced by workouts. A 6-month period was settled between measurements, since after the fourth month significant changes can be observed in bone variables.

All measures were carried out at the Catholic University of Valencia Sport Sciences Laboratory, without moving the instruments and with similar temperature and humidity conditions. In all cases the non-dominant foot was chosen to perform the ultrasonography test. Besides, the intervention was completed by incorporating an anthropometric study by electrical bioimpedance. A Tanita BC 418 MA weighing scale was used for this purpose, with a 0.1% precision.

Features of Physical Activity and Health Program for seniors were analyzed during these six months. In order to carry this out, attendance to guided sessions and performed exercises, including the amount of series and repetitions, were registered. Along with the guided training program, extra physical activity was also controlled through a training diary. The training volume was defined as the amount of exercise. It was expressed in terms of attendance to program (%), extra physical activity (minutes) and total activity (minutes).

Once both calcaneal ultrasonographies were performed and physical exercise was registered, data statistical treatment began aided by SPSS Statistics 22.0, fixing a significance level of p = 0.05. The statistical power was calculated with the G*Power 3.1.9.2. In the first place, a descriptive survey (mean ± standard deviation) of anthropometric characteristics and initial bone status (T-Score) was performed and the training program (guided sessions amount, walking time and total exercise time) was also analyzed. Moreover, information about lifestyle relating to alcohol and tobacco consumption, solar exposition and ingested food products, was collected through questionnaires. Furthermore, medicines taken by each woman were registered, to make sure that none of them was following any kind of hormone therapy. Based on data collected, a linear correlation study was carried out between the amount of physical exercise performed and changes experienced in bone mineral density, expressed as T-Score variation.

Two groups were created based on baseline descriptive data related to mean body weight for all women. The “Light” group (< 69kg) and the “Heavy” group (> 69kg). In each of the groups, a linear correlation study was performed between the amount of training and changes in bone mineral density.

Descriptors: ejercicio, huesos, osteoporosis, anciano, peso corporal.
Among the eighty-two women initially registered in the Municipal Physical Activity Program for Seniors, only 52 participated in every measurement. Descriptive study results (mean ± standard deviation) are shown in Table 1 for all women (n=52). In addition to initial bone status and anthropometric features, lifestyle was also analyzed. Results showed low or inexistent consumption of alcohol and tobacco. However, although the nutritional study was limited to observe non ingested food groups, a common tendency to eat a few quantity and in an unbalanced way was observed. Conversely, solar exposition was considered satisfactory, reaching approximately 30 minutes a day. Besides, none of the women followed any kind of hormone therapy during the term of study.

Regarding the training program, it took place over six months, with two 60 minute weekly sessions. Sessions were carried out non-consecutively, with a rest day in between. The mean follow-up of the program was 72%. Concerning the guided training load, activities oriented to leg exercising were organized in 2-3 series of 20-30 repetitions, adding up 8-9 exercises per session. ½ squats over 30 repetitions, splits or strides, ankle extensions and step climbing were the most common exercises. Equilibrium and shifting exercises over 100 repetitions per series were also performed. This means high volume and low intensity, because all exercises were executed only with the body weight or with small overloads like medicine balls of 1-3kg. In addition to guided training program, extra physical exercise was also registered. The most common activity was walking, with a monthly mean of 342 (236) minutes. This implies around an hour and a half a week.

Lineal correlation study, for the whole set of women, did not reveal significant relationships between the amount of physical exercise and bone mineral density changes, expressed as T-Score variation. Inside each group a lineal correlation analysis was again performed. “Heavy” group obtained a significant relationship (p=0.03) of r= -0.46 between guided sessions percentage and T-Score variation. In that sense, it was found as well that walking time correlated significantly (r= -0.43 and p=0.047) with T-Score variation. The relationship found between the total amount of exercise and T-Score changes was a bit higher (r= -0.59 and p=0.004). This shows that, the higher the training load, the higher the bone mass loss in women over 69Kg, because inverse relationship is established over a negative sign variable. However, in the “Light” group, no relationship between training volume and T-Score changes was found.

The analysis of differences between “Light and Trained” group (n=20) and “Heavy and Trained” group (n=13) was carried out through a Mann-Whitney U non-parametric test, obtaining as a result that there are statistically significant differences in T-Score variation among groups (p = 0.014). This test had an effect size of 0.9. The statistical power (one-tailed) was 0.8. Figure 1 shows the T-Score variation for each group and as the same load of training (more than 72% of guided sessions) produces distinct effects depending on body weight. The performed training program proved to be more positive for the “Light and Trained” group women.

### RESULTS

Among the eighty-two women initially registered in the Municipal Physical Activity Program for Seniors, only 52 participated in every measurement. Descriptive study results (mean ± standard deviation) are shown in Table 1 for all women (n=52). In addition to initial bone status and anthropometric features, lifestyle was also analyzed. Results showed low or inexistent consumption of alcohol and tobacco. However, although the nutritional study was limited to observe non ingested food groups, a common tendency to eat a few quantity and in an unbalanced way was observed. Conversely, solar exposition was considered satisfactory, reaching approximately 30 minutes a day. Besides, none of the women followed any kind of hormone therapy during the term of study.

Regarding the training program, it took place over six months, with two 60 minute weekly sessions. Sessions were carried out non-consecutively, with a rest day in between. The mean follow-up of the program was 72%. Concerning the guided training load, activities oriented to leg exercising were organized in 2-3 series of 20-30 repetitions, adding up 8-9 exercises per session. ½ squats over 30 repetitions, splits or strides, ankle extensions and step climbing were the most common exercises. Equilibrium and shifting exercises over 100 repetitions per series were also performed. This means high volume and low intensity, because all exercises were executed only with the body weight or with small overloads like medicine balls of 1-3kg. In addition to guided training program, extra physical exercise was also registered. The most common activity was walking, with a monthly mean of 342 (236) minutes. This implies around an hour and a half a week.

Lineal correlation study, for the whole set of women, did not reveal significant relationships between the amount of physical exercise and bone mineral density changes, expressed as T-Score variation. Inside each group a lineal correlation analysis was again performed. “Heavy” group obtained a significant relationship (p=0.03) of r= -0.46 between guided sessions percentage and T-Score variation. In that sense, it was found as well that walking time correlated significantly (r= -0.43 and p=0.047) with T-Score variation. The relationship found between the total amount of exercise and T-Score changes was a bit higher (r= -0.59 and p=0.004). This shows that, the higher the training load, the higher the bone mass loss in women over 69Kg, because inverse relationship is established over a negative sign variable. However, in the “Light” group, no relationship between training volume and T-Score changes was found.

The analysis of differences between “Light and Trained” group (n=20) and “Heavy and Trained” group (n=13) was carried out through a Mann-Whitney U non-parametric test, obtaining as a result that there are statistically significant differences in T-Score variation among groups (p = 0.014). This test had an effect size of 0.9. The statistical power (one-tailed) was 0.8. Figure 1 shows the T-Score variation for each group and as the same load of training (more than 72% of guided sessions) produces distinct effects depending on body weight. The performed training program proved to be more positive for the “Light and Trained” group women.

### DISCUSSION

Several papers have analysed bone mineral density response to physical exercise in older women, but the results are conflicting, depending of the anatomical measurement region. However, for our knowledge, few tried to establish some kind of relationship between the amount of training and modifications achieved in bone mass. One of these papers analyzed bone response to different frequencies of the same force with overloads training program. More precisely, effects of a single session per week were compared with two sessions per week, showing that none of both frequencies carried significant changes in bone density concerning external without overload toning exercises group. These results are consistent with those obtained in our work, because for all women (n=52) no relationship between amount of exercise and T-Score changes was found. These data could indicate that more exercise performance does not guarantee achieving a positive adaptation. Nonetheless, some papers show that an increase of daily physical activity can prevent post-menopausal bone loss. These results suggest the possibility that other factors determine bone response to physical exercise. For this reason, two groups of women were created taking as a reference mean body weight. “Light” group (<69Kg, n=30) and “Heavy” group (>69Kg, n=22). Finally, all women participating in less than 72% of guided training sessions were excluded from both groups. According to this criterion two new groups were created.

Conversely, a higher weekly frequency does not guarantee significant changes in bone mass. In fact, in this paper above, the group of women having performed three training sessions a week (3 exercises with 3 series of 10-12 repetitions at 60%-70% 1RM), during six months, did not modify their bone density. These results are similar to those obtained for the “Light and Trained” group, despite having used in our work a different training load (higher volume and lower intensity). However, the loss experienced by the “Heavy and Trained” group suggests that women with higher body weight need a different training load. Indeed, it is possible that the effect caused by exercise over bone tissue is determined, up to some point, by individual factors. Among these ones, body weight can play a basic role, because it modifies mechanical
demand over the bone induced by exercise. This is important when the training program design is based on strength exercises without external overloads.

Concerning training volume, if the results achieved with exercise programs developed with a higher amount of weekly sessions are analyzed, no higher benefits are obtained. In fact, results are a bit diverse. Some papers\(^1\) found a significant fall in bone mass, with four sessions per week. However, a five sessions per week program\(^2\) led to a remarkable density increase, about 4%, compared to the initial level. Nevertheless, women around 45kg participated in this program, performing 15 repetition series, while in our study 30 repetitions per series were done, concentrated in two weekly sessions.

On account of such a sparse bibliography related to physical exercise amount and changes in bone density, no relationship can be established between training load and bone response, because program intensity and structure regarding exercise amount, series and repetitions, determine effects on bones. Even speed of execution can be a relevant element when controlling bone adaptation\(^3\).

Mechanical demand is an essential element in bone adaptation, as pointed out in papers with prolonged exposure to microgravity\(^4,5\). However, it is not known in detail the necessary load to achieve a favourable bone adaptation. In any case, a maximum threshold must exist in terms of physical exercise amount. In fact, some papers\(^6\) show that highest bone density levels are seen in active women, while female athletes, although having slightly higher values than those of sedentary lifestyle women, did not significantly differ from these ones. However, it also seems necessary to reach a minimum threshold to start up bone adaptation mechanisms. Thus, active women performing physical exercise systematically show better ultrasonography parameters than the sedentary lifestyle or moderately active ones\(^7\).

**CONCLUSION**

This paper represents one of the first attempts to clear up the relationship between physical exercise amount and bone tissue response. But, this relationship may be determined by individual factors as, for instance, body mass. In this sense, a higher body weight implies a mechanical load increase that musculoskeletal system has to cope with, especially the skeleton, while physical exercise is being carried out. This higher demand could exceed organism adaptive capacity, preventing from positive results achievement for bone health. In any case, we think that there is an optimal training load zone according to individual characteristics, which could develop effective strategies to face osteoporosis. Therefore, in the field of physical exercise, bone health improvement strategies must take personal characteristics into account, especially concerning body weight.
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